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General

Movements with built-on micro switches are a combination of  movement and auxiliary current switch.
The auxiliary current switches (subminiature micro switches) which are operated via a lever are characterized by
small dimensions, a relatively high switching performance, high precision at the switching point, and a long service
life. These micro switches are one pole changers closing or opening electric circuits at the set limit values depending
on the direction of movement,

Movements with micro switches essentially comprise:
- a pointer movement with a link
- a hollow shaft which carries the red set pointer and is connected to the movement

(the double movement has a double hollow shaft carrying the red and green set pointers)
- an adjusting axle which can be pressed through in double pointer movements
- an adjusting segment which is placed between the hollow shaft and the adjusting axle and carries the micro

switch and the switching lever
- a control cam fastened to the segment shaft by a hexagon head screw
- a dial support (only for suspended design)
- a black actual value pointer, a red set pointer or a red and a green set pointer, depending on the execution.

The set pointers of the movement are set from outside to the value at which the switching operation is to take place
by a square socket adjusting key which is plugged onto the adjusting axle.

Our movements are designed in such a way that the actual value pointer can move past the adjusted red set
pointer after the contact has been made; once made, however, the contact is maintained which means that even in
the event of a power failure, this configuration guarantees stable switching in harmony with the position of the
actual value pointer.

Movements with built-on micro switches
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Mode of operation

In the micro switch, a spring element actuates the contacts in a jump function. The spring element keeps the
contact until the restoring force of the measuring element exceeds the prevailing spring force and the contact
opens or closes in a jump.

A technically perfect function will, of course, require an optimum contact adjustment.

For precise adjusting instructions kindly refer to catalogue page K 08-00.20.

Application

Pointer movements with a micro switch should be used where high switching performances are wanted.
In addition, this combination will guarantee a particularly economic production.

In many cases, this unit may easily be exchanged against the movements which are usually used, avoiding the high
structure which would otherwise be required for limit value switches.

Due to the minimum actuating force required for low measuring ranges, movements can only be used to a very
limited extent.

The minimum actuating force of the measuring instrument should be not less than 0,8 N for single movements and
not less than 1,1 N for double movements.

For high switching capacities, we recommend our pulse controlled multifunctional relays of the MSR type series (re.
catalogue group K 11).

For use in liquid filled measuring instruments and in areas under a risk of explosion, our inductive contacts are
principally the best solution (re. catalogue group K 3).

Available models

Movements are available in 2 different versions.

1. Base movement (fitted to the bottom of the casing, or to a special fitting plate, or fitting columns).
2. Suspended movement (fitted to a shank, to a special fitting plate, or to fitting columns).

As to size, all pointer movements correspond to nominal size 100. The nominal size 160 is supplied with longer
pointers only. The pointers may also be ordered individually.

Technical data of the micro switch used  (manufacturer’s data)

Rated operational voltage: 250 V AC max Switching actuation force: BTK = 1.00 N max
Current: 5 A (resistive load) max Restoring force: RSK = 0.15 N max

5 A (inductive load, cos. ϕ >0,75) max Pre-travel: VLW = 0.50 mm
After-travel: NLW = 0.13 mm min

Alternatively: Difference in travel: DW = 0.05 mm max
Rated operational voltage: 28 V DC max Switching point: SP = 8.4 mm
Current: 5 A (resistive load) max

3 A (inductive load, L/R 0,024) max

Contact material: pure silver 999.9

General technical data

Switching accuracy: approx. 2-5% of the full scale value
Creep- and air distances: acc. to EN 60947-1:1991 overvoltage category II, pollution degree 2
Ambient temperature: -20° to +70° C
Setting range: 280° max
Transmission ratio: 1:11.25
Voltage test: circuit/movement 2000 V AC 1 Minute

circuit/circuit 2000 V AC 1 Minute

Regulations: EN 60947-1          EN 60947-1A11          EN 60947-5-1

Quality and operation of the  movements are subject to supervision within the scope of our internal inspections.

For rated operational voltages of ≥ 50 V AC or ≥ 75 V DC the micro switches are subject to the low voltage directive.

Available:
•   DN 100 - 160 base movement single
•   DN 100 - 160 suspended movement single or double
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